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Learning Analytics: 
Realising the Potential for Personalised

Progress



Key Points:

• From conceptualization to prediction to innovation
• Need a purposeful move to translation and impact
• A need for alternate methodologies from micro to macro
• Data integration and improving validity of measures
• Focus on leadership and advocacy
• Intentional bridge building across disciplines
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• LA Maturity
• Current trends
• Emergent LA work
• Next Generation LA

Overview:



Learning Analytics:

…is the collection, collation, analysis and reporting of data 
about learners and their contexts, for the purposes of 
understanding and optimizing learning 



• Over the past decade LA has rapidly moved from definition to 
prediction to analytical models and developments

LA Maturity:



LA Maturity:



LA Maturity:



• Feedback, dashboards, multi-
modal data and how these 
improve Self-Regulated 
Learning (SRL).

• A recognition of the need for 
alternate and integrated data

https://www.solaresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/SoLAR_Position-Paper_2020_09.pdf

LA Maturity:



Learning analytics generates increased feedback opportunities

But what are we doing with that feedback?

• Predictive models/Recommender systems
• LA dashboards

Current Trends:



Current Trends:



Kia, F. S., et al (2020). How patterns of students dashboard use are related to their achievement and self-regulatory engagement. In Proceedings of the Tenth International 
Conference on Learning Analytics & Knowledge (pp. 340-349).

Current Trends:



• LA – Dashboards failing to support Student Self Regulated 
Learning (SRL)

• LA – Dashboards are (at present) diagnostic not developmental

W. Matcha, N. A. Uzir, D. Gašević and A. Pardo, "A Systematic Review of Empirical Studies on Learning Analytics Dashboards: A Self-Regulated 
Learning Perspective," in IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies, vol. 13, no. 2, pp. 226-245, 1 April-June 2020, doi: 
10.1109/TLT.2019.2916802

Current Trends:
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Current Trends:



Learning Analytics :

Pursuit of personalised and adaptive learning

LA Dashboard of engagement activity

Assessment and feedback

Predictive models



A learner profile comprehensively represents a 
learner's understanding, competencies, skills, and 
attributes. 

Learner Profiles:
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Personalised progress:
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Student name



Student name



• A core capability – highly valued 
• Numerous perspectives and understandings
• Difficult to assess

Creative thinking:



Creative thinking:



• Whole of School model
• Students presented with creativity task – aligned with 

discipline
• Assessed using AI model – scalable and reliable
• Demonstrate individual progress in creative thinking 

skills

Creative thinking:



Complex problem solving:

• AI integration (Human – AI interactions)
• Multi-modal data
• Complex capabilities
• Feedback on teamwork/ problem solving



AI playground:



AI playground:

• Data collection
• video + audio
• Data traces

• Learning analytics to analyze user data and 
report to teacher
• Task engagement & progress
• Assessment outcomes
• Social learning and teamwork



AI playground:

• Real-time video to teacher with 
augmented measurements
• Aggregated from body landmarks 

and pose
• Spatial analyses: reaching out for 

Lego or scanning camera

• Overall group dynamics
• Engagement
• Collaboration



AI playground:

• Overall group dynamics
• Engagement

• Temporal – group on/off task time
• Spatial (visual) – group physical density (GPD)
• Audio – signal value (SV) 
• Text – group conversations (GC) 

• Human-AI Collaboration
• Spatial (visual) – engagement detection
• Text – group conversations (GC) 



Flow/ Engagement

Mind wandering:

Confusion

Frustration

Boredom

D’Mello, S., Lehman, B., Pekrun, R., & Graesser, A. (2014). Confusion can be beneficial for learning. Learning and Instruction, 29, 153–170. 



Flow/ Engagement

Confusion

Frustration

Boredom

Zone of optimal 
confusion

Arguel, A., Lockyer, L., Lipp, O. V., Lodge, J. M., & Kennedy, G. (2017). Inside Out: Detecting Learners’ Confusion to Improve Interactive Digital 
Learning Environments. Journal of Educational Computing Research, 55(4), 526-551.

Mind wandering:



Flow/ Engagement

Confusion

Frustration

Boredom

Rich conditions for 
mind wandering

Mind wandering:



• Lecture recordings – 40%
• Shorter videos – 40%
• Videos with set engagement tasks – 20%

• Note taking
• Quizzes

Mind wandering:

Kane, M.J., Smeekens, B.A., Von Bastian, C. C., Lurquin, J.H., Carruth, N.P. and Miyake, A., (2017). A Combined Experimental and Individual-Differences 
Investigation into Mind Wandering During a Video Lecture. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. 



• Mind wandering is a significant issue in learning

• More so in digital learning – requires more self 
regulation

Mind wandering:

Szpunar, K. K., Moulton, S. T., & Schacter, D. L. (2013). Mind wandering and education: from the classroom to online learning. Frontiers in 
psychology, 4.



D’Mello, S. (2017). Multimodal Classroom Analytics, Keynote Learning Analytics and Knowledge conference, Vancouver, Canada

• Detection and intervention approach

Mind wandering:



• Proactive engagement
• Link to task motivations

Designing for learning



Analysis of curriculum:
Course aims, objectives, 
descriptions, and 
assessment

Employability:



Mapping curriculum 
with job descriptions

1. Discrete “hard” skills
2. Enterprise skills



Job trends
• Time
• Locality
• Classification



Student lens
• Progress towards 

career goals and skills
• Identify gaps
• Recommend 

alternatives



Assessment
• Current course and 

program view
• External and 

accredited options?



LA is predominantly model focused. Yet current models fail to 
account for the complexity. 

Next generation:



The complexity of the education system is ignored.

LA is doing the same – we need methods and approaches that 
embrace complexity science (systems research) to understand
learning and to optimise.

Next generation:



• The results demonstrate that overall 
there is little evidence that shows 
improvements in students' learning 
outcomes (9%) as well as learning 
support and teaching (35%).

Next Generation:
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LA - Focus on leadership and capability 
development is more important then data 
solutions and innovations

Leadership
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